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Abstract
Temporal graphs are graphs in which arcs have temporal labels, specifying at which time they can be
traversed. Motivated by recent results concerning the reliability analysis of a temporal graph through
the enumeration of minimal cutsets in the corresponding line graph, in this paper we attack the
problem of enumerating minimal s-d separators in s-d directed acyclic graphs (in short, s-d DAGs),
also known as 2-terminal DAGs or s-t digraphs. Our main result is an algorithm for enumerating all
the minimal s-d separators in a DAG with O(nm) delay, where n and m are respectively the number
of nodes and arcs, and the delay is the time between the output of two consecutive solutions. To this
aim, we give a characterization of the minimal s-d separators in a DAG through vertex cuts of an
expanded version of the DAG itself. As a consequence of our main result, we provide an algorithm
for enumerating all the minimal s-d cutsets in a temporal graph with delay O(m3 ), where m is the
number of temporal arcs.
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Introduction

A fundamental task to be accomplished while analysing the reliability of a network consists of
designing, analysing, and implementing efficient algorithms for the extraction of all minimal
cutsets [22]. Formally, given a (directed) graph G = (V, A) and two nodes s, d ∈ V , a
minimal s-d cutset S ⊆ A is a minimal set of arcs whose removal disconnects s from d. The
enumeration of minimal cutsets in graphs has been a very active research area since the end
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of the sixties [11]. It is now known that listing minimal cutsets can be done, with O(m)
delay, both in undirected [25] and directed graphs [21] (thanks to the characterization given
in [24]), where m denotes the number of arcs of the graph and the delay is the time between
the output of a minimal cutset and the successive one (reporting all the results obtained in
this field is clearly out of the scope of this paper).
Recently [7, 12], the minimal cutset technique for determining the reliability of a complex
system has been also applied to the case of temporal graphs (in particular, to the case of
delay tolerant networks [9, 13]). Several definitions of temporal graphs have been introduced
in the literature, even with different notation and terminology (see, for example, [5, 6, 15]):
here, we mostly refer to the definitions of [18]. A temporal graph is a pair G = (V, A),
where V is the set of n nodes and E is the set of m temporal arcs. A temporal arc a ∈ A
is a triple (u, v, λ), where u, v ∈ V are the tail and head nodes of the arc, respectively,
and λ ∈ N is its appearing time. For example, the temporal graph G in the left part of
Figure 1 has five nodes and nine temporal arcs (which are listed below the graph). A
temporal u-v path in a temporal graph G = (V, A) from a node u ∈ V to a node v ∈ V
is a sequence h(u, x1 , λ1 ), (x1 , x2 , λ2 ), . . . , (xk−1 , v, λk )i of temporal arcs in A such that,
for each i with 1 < i ≤ k, λi > λi−1 . For example, the temporal graph G in the left
part of Figure 1 contains the following four temporal s-d paths: π1 = h(s, a, 1), (a, d, 4)i,
π2 = h(s, a, 1), (a, c, 2), (c, d, 3)i, π3 = h(s, b, 2), (b, d, 4)i, and π4 = h(s, b, 2), (b, a, 3), (a, d, 4)i.
We can now adapt the definition of minimal cutset to the case of temporal graphs. Given an
s-d temporal graph G = (V, A), a minimal s-d cutset is a minimal set S ⊆ A of temporal
arcs of G, whose removal breaks all temporal s-d paths. For example, with respect to the
temporal graph G in the left part of Figure 1, we have that S = {(s, a, 1), (b, a, 3), (b, d, 4)}
is a minimal s-d cutset.
In [12], the authors propose to enumerate all minimal s-d cutset in a temporal graph G,
by first transforming G into the corresponding s-d line graph (as suggested in [16]). Given a
temporal graph G = (V, A) and two nodes s, d ∈ V , its corresponding (static) s-d line graph
contains a node for each temporal arc a ∈ A, and, for any two nodes a1 = (u1 , v1 , λ1 ) and
a2 = (u2 , v2 , λ2 ), contains the arc (a1 , a2 ) if and only if v1 = u2 and λ2 > λ1 (with a little
abuse of notation, we denote by the same symbol the temporal arc of the temporal graph
and the corresponding node of the corresponding static line graph). Moreover, the line graph
contains two nodes s and d, and, for any arc a = (s, u, λ) ∈ A (respectively, a = (u, d, λ) ∈ A),
it contains the arc (s, a) (respectively, (a, d)). In the middle part of Figure 1, we show the
s-d line graph corresponding to the temporal graph in the left part of the figure. It is easy to
verify that the s-d line graph of a temporal graph is an s-d directed acyclic graph (in short,
s-d DAG) (also called, in the literature, st-digraph [4] or 2-terminal DAG [8]).
Given a (directed) graph G = (V, A) and two nodes s, d ∈ V , a minimal s-d separator
S ⊆ V is a minimal set of nodes which disconnects s from d. From the definition of line
graph, it follows that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the minimal s-d cutsets
in a temporal graph and the minimal s-d separators in the corresponding s-d line graph. For
example, the s-d line graph in the center of Figure 1 contains the following seven minimal
s-d separators: {a1 , a2 }, {a1 , a4 , a8 }, {a1 , a7 , a8 }, {a2 , a3 , a7 }, {a2 , a6 , a7 }, {a3 , a7 , a8 }, and
{a6 , a7 , a8 }. By using the list of arcs, it is easy to find the seven corresponding minimal
cutsets in the temporal graph in the left part of the figure: for example, the minimal s-d
separator {a1 , a4 , a8 } corresponds to the minimal cutset {(s, a, 1), (b, a, 3), (b, d, 4)}. The
problem of enumerating the minimal s-d cutsets in a temporal graph has thus been reduced
to the problem of enumerating the minimal s-d separators in a DAG. In [12], the
authors solve this problem by enumerating all minimal cutsets in the DAG and by then
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Figure 1 A temporal graph with 5 nodes and 9 temporal arcs (left), its corresponding line graph
(center), which is an s-d DAG, and its corresponding expanded s-d DAG (right), without the node
a9 (which cannot participate to any s-d separator).

transforming each cutset into a separator, possibly discarding cutsets that do not correspond
to any minimal separator, or that correspond to a minimal separator already listed. This
approach, however, does not guarantee any polynomial bound on the delay of the enumeration
algorithm. On the other hand, even if there are many results concerning the enumeration of
minimal s-d separators in undirected graphs (see [23] for the best delay bound, that is, O(n2 )
where n is the number of nodes), as far as we know, no explicit results have been published
concerning the enumeration of minimal s-d separators in directed graphs or, more specifically,
in DAGs. The techniques of [23] seem to be tailored to undirected graphs and difficult to be
applied to directed graphs. It might be that the lattice-based techniques of [3] combined
with the algorithm for building lattices described in [20] could be applied to the case of
DAGs, but the space complexity of the enumeration algorithm would be exponential in the
number of nodes. Moreover, the lattice techniques have been used to enumerate all minimal
separators (not just the minimal s-d separators): indeed, in [3], the authors themselves pose
as an open problem whether the complexity of the two problems is the same.
Our main result is an algorithm for enumerating all the minimal s-d separators
in a DAG with O(nm) delay, where m is the number of arcs and n is the number of
nodes. To this aim, we basically reduce the problem of enumerating all the minimal s-d
separators in a DAG to the problem of enumerating all the minimal s-d cutsets in a DAG,
with the additional constraint that the cutsets have to be subsets of a specific set of arcs.
More precisely, the enumeration algorithm makes use of a characterization of the minimal
s-d separators in a DAG through vertex cuts of an expanded version of the DAG itself. This
characterization is similar to the one provided in [24] for enumerating all minimal cutsets in
a directed graph.
As a consequence of our main result, we provide an algorithm for enumerating all
the minimal s-d cutsets in a temporal graph with delay O(m3 ), where m is the
number of temporal arcs. We also mention that other papers have been devoted to studying
other aspects of cuts in temporal graphs, as the complexity of finding one minimum, i.e.
bounded size, separator [27] and one minimum cutset [2]. Our algorithm for enumerating
minimal cutsets in temporal graphs contributes to the general field of the enumeration
of topological structures in temporal graphs, such as temporal cliques [10, 26], temporal
k-plexes [1], temporal paths [14], and bicriteria temporal paths [19].
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Notations, definitions, and preliminary results
A directed graph is a pair G = (V, A), where V is the set of n nodes and A is the set of
m arcs. An arc a ∈ A is a pair (u, v), where u, v ∈ V are the tail and head nodes of the
arc, respectively (in the following, we will denote by τ (a) and η(a) the tail and the head
−
+
of the arc a, respectively). The out-neighbor NG
(u) (respectively, in-neighbor NG
(u)) of a
node u ∈ V is the set of nodes v such that (u, v) ∈ A (respectively, (v, u) ∈ A). Given a
set U ⊆ V , we will denote by G[U ] the graph induced by U in G, that is G[U ] = (U, A[U ]),
where A[U ] ⊆ A and, for any a ∈ A, a ∈ A[U ] if and only if τ (a) ∈ U and η(a) ∈ U . A
u-v walk W from a node u ∈ V to a node v ∈ V is a sequence of arcs ha1 , a2 , . . . , ak i such
that u = τ (a1 ), v = η(ak ), and, for each i with 1 < i ≤ k, τ (ai ) = η(ai−1 ). A u-v path
P is a u-v walk with pairwise distinct nodes. A directed acyclic graph (in short, DAG)
is a directed graph which does not contain any u-u walk, for any node u. Given a DAG
G = (V, A) and a node u ∈ V , we will denote by succG (u) (respectively, predG (u)) the set
of successors (respectively, predecessors) of u, that is, the set of nodes v such that G contains
a u-v (respectively, v-u) path (note that succG (u) ∩ predG (u) = ∅).
s-d DAGs and s-d separators. An s-d DAG is a DAG G = (V, A) along with two specified
nodes s, d ∈ V such that (1) there is no arc a ∈ A such that η(a) = s or τ (a) = d, (2)
(s, d) 6∈ A, and (3) for any node u ∈ V , there exists an s-u path and a u-d path in G. By
applying standard graph visits, given a DAG and two nodes s and d, we can easily compute
the corresponding s-d DAG in time O(m). Indeed, after possibly deleting the arc (s, d), it
suffices to execute a “forward” traversal from s and a “backward” traversal from d, and to
then remove the nodes not “touched” in both traversals. For example, in the case of the
DAG of the center part of Figure 1, we have that the node a9 can be removed, since there is
no s-a9 path in the DAG. Given an s-d DAG G = (V, A) and a subset S ⊆ V of nodes of G,
G \ S denotes the DAG obtained by removing all nodes in S and all arcs a ∈ A such that
{τ (a), η(a)} ∩ S 6= ∅. A subset S ⊆ V is an s-d separator of G if {s, d} ∩ S = ∅ and there
is no s-d path in G \ S. An s-d separator S is minimal if no proper subset of S is an s-d
separator. For example, with respect to the s-d DAG G in the center part of Figure 1, we
have that S = {a1 , a4 , a7 , a8 } is an s-d separator, but it is not minimal, since S \ {a4 } and
S \ {a7 } are also s-d separators.
Expanded s-d DAGs. Given an s-d DAG G = (V, A), the expanded s-d DAG E(G) =
(E(V ), E(A)) contains, for each node u ∈ V , two nodes ut and uh connected by the arc
(ut , uh ) and, for any arc (u, v) ∈ A, it contains the arc (uh , v t ) (in the following, the nodes of
type ut will be called tail nodes, while the others will be called head nodes). For example,
in the right part of Figure 1 we show the expanded s-d DAG corresponding to the s-d
DAG in the center part of the figure. Given a set U ⊆ V of nodes of G, U h ⊆ E(V ) is the
corresponding set of head nodes in E(G), that is, U h = {uh : u ∈ U }. The following result
can be easily proved (in the following, given a set Q and a subset P ⊆ Q, we will denote by
P the set Q \ P ).
I Lemma 1. Given an s-d DAG G = (V, A), let E(G) = (E(V ), E(A)) be the corresponding
expanded s-d DAG, and let U ⊆ V . For any v ∈ V , v ∈ succG[U ] (s) if and only if
v h ∈ succE(G)[U h ] (st ).

2

Minimal s-d separator characterization through vertex cuts

Our algorithm for enumerating the minimal s-d separators of an s-d DAG G is based on the
recursive construction of a set X of nodes of the corresponding expanded s-d DAG E(G).
Such a set X will induce an s-d cut set in E(G) consisting of all arcs whose tail node is in
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X and whose head node is not in X. In order to guarantee that this cut set corresponds
to a minimal s-d separator in G, the set X has to satisfy some specific properties: the
goal of this section is to formally state these properties and to give a characterization of
the minimal s-d separators of an s-d DAG G. To this aim, we will refer to the concept of
vertex cut, similarly to what has been done in [24] for listing minimal cut sets. Given an
s-d DAG G = (V, A) and its corresponding expanded s-d DAG E(G) = (E(V ), E(A)), let
X ⊆ E(V ). The vertex cut hX, Xi in G is defined as hX, Xi = {u ∈ V : ut ∈ X ∧ uh ∈ X}.
For example, with respect to the expanded s-d DAG in the right part of Figure 1, if we choose
X = {at1 , at4 , at7 , at8 }, the corresponding vertex cut in the s-d DAG in the center of the figure
is given by hX, Xi = {a1 , a4 , a7 , a8 }, which is an s-d separator. Clearly, not all vertex cuts
hX, Xi are also s-d separators: for instance, if we choose X = {at1 , at8 }, the corresponding
vertex cut is hX, Xi = {a1 , a8 }, which is not an s-d separator since, after removing a1 and
a8 , there is still an s-d path passing through nodes a2 , a4 , and a7 .
I Definition 2. Given an s-d DAG G = (V, A) and its corresponding expanded s-d DAG
E(G) = (E(V ), E(A)), a subset X ⊆ E(V ) is said to be good if
G1 {st , sh } ⊆ X;
G2 {dt , dh } ⊆ X; and
+
G3 for any uh ∈ X, NE(G)
(uh ) ⊆ X.
I Lemma 3. Given an s-d DAG G = (V, A) and its corresponding expanded s-d DAG
E(G) = (E(V ), E(A)), let X ⊆ E(V ) be good. Then S = hX, Xi is an s-d separator in G.
Proof. Since {st , sh } ⊆ X and {dt , dh } ⊆ X, we have that {s, d} ∩ S = ∅. Let us suppose, by
contradiction, that there exists an s-d path in G\S. Let h(s, u1 ),(u1 , u2 ),. . . ,(uk−1 , uk ),(uk , d)i
be such a path, where, for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ui 6∈ S. From the definition of expanded s-d
DAG, it follows that any arc (x, y) in G corresponds to a pair (xt , xh )(xh , y t ) of arcs in E(E).
Hence, h(st , sh )(sh , ut1 ), (ut1 , uh1 ), (uh1 , ut2 ), (ut2 , uh2 ), . . . , (uhk−1 , utk ), (utk , uhk ), (uhk , dt )(dt , dh )i is
a path in E(G). Because of property G1 of the goodness definition, we have that sh ∈ X.
+
Because of property G3 and since ut1 ∈ NE(G)
(sh ), we have that ut1 ∈ X. Since u1 6∈ S, we
h
have that u1 ∈ X. By iterating this process, we can conclude that uhk ∈ X. Because of
+
property G3 and since dt ∈ NE(G)
(uhk ), we have that dt ∈ X, contradicting property G2. We
can thus conclude that there exists no s-d path in G \ S, and the lemma has been proved. J
Note that, for a vertex set X, being good is not a necessary condition, for the corresponding
vertex cut hX, Xi, for being an s-d separator. For example, with respect to the expanded
s-d DAG in the right part of Figure 1, we have already seen that the set X = {at1 , at4 , at7 , at8 }
corresponds to an s-d separator in the s-d DAG in the center of the figure. However, X is
not good, since, for example, it contains neither st nor sh and, hence, it does not satisfy
property G1 of the goodness definition. The next result shows that, by adding a few more
hypotheses, we can obtain a full characterization of minimal s-d separators in terms of
good vertex sets (in the following, Γ(X) denotes the “neighborhood” of X in X, that is,
Γ(X) = {uh ∈ X : ut ∈ X}).
I Theorem 4. Given an s-d DAG G = (V, A), S ⊆ V is a minimal s-d separator if and only
if there exists an X ⊆ E(V ) such that the following conditions are satisfied.
1. S = hX, Xi and X is good.
2. succE(G)[X] (st ) ∪ {st } = X (that is, the set of the successors of st in the graph induced
by X in E(G) is equal to X).
3. Γ(X) ⊆ predE(G)[X] (dh ) ∪ {dh } (that is, the set of the predecessors of dh in the graph
induced by X in E(G) includes Γ(X)).
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Figure 2 The proof of the necessity in Theorem 4: the gray nodes are in the minimal separator
S, the red diamond nodes are in S h , and the green rectangle nodes are in X (hence, X consists of
the white circle and red diamond nodes).

Proof. Let us first prove the necessity. To this aim, let S ⊆ V be a minimal s-d separator.
We then define X = {st } ∪ succE(G)[S h ] (st ), where S h = {uh : u ∈ S} (see Figure 2). We
will now prove that this vertex set satisfies the required conditions.
X is good. Since s 6∈ S, we have that sh 6∈ S h : since (st , sh ) ∈ E(A), it follows that
sh ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ). Hence, both st and sh belongs to X and property G1 is satisfied.
Since d 6∈ S, we have that {dt , dh } ∩ S h = ∅: if by contradiction dt ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ),
then dh ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ) (since (dt , dh ) ∈ E(A)). From Lemma 1, it follows that d ∈
succE(G)[V \S] (s), contradicting the fact that S is an s-d separator. Hence, neither dt nor dh
belongs to X, and property G2 is satisfied. Finally, if uh ∈ X, then uh ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ).
From the definition of S h and since all out-neighbors of a head node are tail nodes, we
+
+
have that, for any uh ∈ X, NE(G)
(uh ) ∩ S h = ∅. Hence, for any v t ∈ NE(G)
(uh ), we have
+
t
t
t
h
that v ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (s ): that is, v ∈ X. Hence, NE(G) (u ) ⊆ X and property G3 is
also satisfied. We can conclude that X is good.
S = hX, Xi. First, we show that S ⊆ hX, Xi. Let u ∈ S, and, by contradiction, suppose
that u 6∈ hX, Xi. Note that by definition of S h , we have that uh ∈ S h and, hence, that
uh 6∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ), that is, uh ∈ X. Since u 6∈ hX, Xi, this implies that ut 6∈ X, that
is, ut 6∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ). Since E(G) is a DAG, there is no uh -ut path in E(G): hence, we
have that ut 6∈ succE(G)[S h ∪{uh }] (st ). Since ut is the only in-neighbor of uh , this implies
that uh 6∈ succE(G)[S h ∪{uh }] (st ). From Lemma 1, it follows that u 6∈ succG[(V \S)∪{u}] (s),
that is, reintegrating u in G does not produce any s-d path (since u is not a successor of
s in G[(V \ S) ∪ {u}]). This contradicts the minimality of S. Hence, u must belong to
hX, Xi: we have thus proved that S ⊆ hX, Xi. In order to prove the opposite inclusion,
let u ∈ hX, Xi, that is, ut ∈ X and uh ∈ X. By contradiction, suppose that u 6∈ S, which
implies that uh ∈ S h . Since ut ∈ X, we have that ut ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ). By using the
arc (ut , uh ), we have that uh ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (sh ): that is, uh ∈ X, which contradicts the
fact that uh ∈ X. Thus, we have that hX, Xi ⊆ S, and, hence, that S = hX, Xi.
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Figure 3 The proof of the sufficiency in Theorem 4.

succE(G)[X] (st ) ∪ {st } = X. Clearly, succE(G)[X] (st ) ⊆ X. Let us show the opposite
inclusion. By contradiction, suppose that there exists x ∈ X \ succE(G)[X] (st ). By
definition of X, there is an st -x path in E(G)[S h ]. Since x 6∈ succE(G)[X] (st ), this path
must contain a node of X: let y the first such node. We have then found a node y ∈ X
such that y ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ) ⊆ X, which is a contradiction.
Γ(X) ⊆ predE(G)[X] (dh ) ∪ {dh }. Suppose, by contradiction, that there exists uh ∈ Γ(X)
such that dh 6∈ succE(G)[X] (uh ). We now show that T = S \ {u} is an s-d separator,
thus contradicting the minimality of S. Suppose, by contradiction, that T is not an s-d
separator: that is, d ∈ succG[T ] (s). From Lemma 1, it follows that there is an st -dh path
π in E(G)[T h ], where T h = S h \{uh }. On the other hand, since S is an s-d separator, from
Lemma 1 it also follows that dh 6∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ). This implies that π must pass through
the node uh . All the nodes following uh in π have to be in S h and they cannot be in X,
since otherwise they would reachable from st in E(G)[S h ] thus contradicting the fact that
dh 6∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ). Hence, there exists an uh -dh path in E(G)[X], contradicting the
fact that dh 6∈ succE(G)[X] (uh ). This implies that all uh ∈ Γ(X) are in predE(G)[X] (dh ).

We have thus concluded the proof of the necessity. Let us now prove the sufficiency (see
Figure 3). By Lemma 3, we have that S is an s-d separator. We only need to show that it
is minimal: to this aim, we now prove that, for any node u ∈ S = hX, Xi, d ∈ succG[T ] (s),
where T = S \ {u}. From the definition of vertex cut, we have that ut ∈ X and uh ∈ X, that
is, uh ∈ Γ(X). Since ut ∈ X, condition 2 implies that ut ∈ succE(G)[X] (st ): note that, for
any v ∈ S, v h ∈ X, so that ut ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (st ). Since uh ∈ Γ(X), condition 3 implies that
dh ∈ succE(G)[X] (uh ): note that, for any v ∈ S, v t ∈ X and v t is the only in-neighbor of v h ,
so that dh ∈ succE(G)[S h ] (uh ). In summary, by using the arc (ut , uh ) we then obtain an st -dh
path in E(G)[T h ], where T h = S h \ {uh }. From Lemma 1, it follows that d ∈ succG[T ] (s).
The minimality of S has thus been proved, and the proof of theorem is complete.
J
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Algorithm 1 Enumeration of all vertex cuts hX, Xi satisfying conditions 1-3 of Theorem 4.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

3

Function cuts(X, F )
if Γ(X) ⊆ F then output hX, Xi
else
uh ← arbitrary element in Γ(X) \ F
cuts(X,F ∪ {uh })
Z ← closure(X ∪ {uh }, F )
if Γ(Z) ⊆ predE(G)[Z] (dh ) ∪ {dh } then cuts(Z,F )
Function closure(X, F )
C ← haugG (taugG (X), F )
while C 6= X do
X ← C; C ← haugG (taugG (X), F )
return X
Function main(G = (V, E), s, d)
−
F ← {dh } ∪ NE(G)
(dt ); X ← closure({st , sh }, F )
cuts(X,F )

Minimal s-d separator enumeration

In this section, we will provide an algorithm for the enumeration of minimal s-d separators
in a given s-d DAG G = (V, A). The algorithm (see Algorithm 1) will employ a binary
partition scheme (see, for example, [17]), and its correctness proof will be based on the
characterization of Theorem 4. Before explicitly describing the algorithm, we need a few
preliminary definitions.
Given X, F ⊆ E(V ) with X ∩ F = ∅, we define the following two operations.
Tail augmentation: taugG (X) = X ∪

S

uh ∈X

+
NE(G)
(uh ).


Head augmentation: haugG (X, F ) = X ∪ Γ(X) \ (predE(G)[X] (dh ) ∪ F ) .


Intuitively, the tail augmentation enforces property G3 of the definition of goodness, while
the head augmentation identifies nodes in Γ(X) \ F that do not have valid paths to d in
E(G)[X], and that must, hence, be added to X in order to satisfy condition 3 of Theorem 4.
With this in mind, we define the closure CG (X, F ) of X ⊆ E(V ), for a fixed set F ⊆ E(V ),
as the smallest set containing X closed with respect to the two operations taugG (·) and
haugG (·, ·) (that is, taugG (CG (X, F )) = CG (X, F ) and haugG (CG (X, F ), F ) = CG (X, F )). A
direct computation of the closure of X is shown in function closure of Algorithm 1 (a
significantly more efficient implementation can be made).
We are now ready to describe our algorithm to enumerate all vertex cuts hX, Xi satisfying
conditions 1-3 of Theorem 4 (see Algorithm 1). The algorithm maintains both the set
X and a set of forbidden head nodes F ⊆ E(V ), such that X ∩ F = ∅. We start with
−
F = {dh } ∪ NE(G)
(dt ) and X = CG ({st , sh }, F ). The algorithm makes X grow by considering
the possible choices in Γ(X) \ F . Specifically, for each uh in Γ(X) \ F , it applies the binary
partition technique, by partitioning the set of vertex cuts between the ones in which uh ∈ X
and the ones in which uh ∈ X. In the first case, uh is added to F and the recursion continues.
In the second case, uh is added to X, the closure of the new set is performed, and the
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recursion proceeds only if condition 3 of Theorem 4 is satisfied (indeed, it is not difficult to
show that the closure operation can invalidate this condition). In both cases, the recursion
(if executed) continues generating all the vertex cuts hY, Y i such that X ⊆ Y and F ⊆ Y .
The invariant is that in any branch of the algorithm, hX, Xi is always a solution (that is, it
is a vertex cut satisfying conditions 1-3 of Theorem 4), so that there are no dead-ends in the
recursion (that is, any branch will produce at least one solution).
Figure 4 shows one subtree of the execution of the algorithm with input the expanded
s-d DAG in the right part of Figure 1, while the other subtree is shown in Figure 5 (see the
caption for the semantics of the colors). Note that the leaves of the execution tree correspond
to the seven minimal s-d separators of the s-d DAG in the center part of Figure 1, that we
already listed in the introduction.

uh

uh

add uh to F

add uh to F

add uh to X and
compute closure

uh

add uh to X and
compute closure

add uh to F
add uh to X and
compute closure

see next figure

Figure 4 The recursion tree of our algorithm for the expanded s-d DAG in the right part of
Figure 1 (left subtree is shown in Figure 5). Green rectangle nodes are in X while red diamond
nodes are in F : hence, X includes white circle and red diamond nodes. A solution hX, Xi is reached
when no green rectangle node is connected to a white circle node: the corresponding minimal s-d
separator for the s-d DAG in the center part of Figure 1 includes all nodes ai such that ati is a green
rectangle node and ahi is a red diamond node.
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Recall that X = E(V ) \ X and that, for hX, Xi to be a solution, the three conditions of
Theorem 4 must be satisfied. We will show in the proof of Theorem 6 that these conditions
hold at the beginning of the computation, and that they are preserved when making the
recursive calls. To this aim, let us first notice that, from the definition of Algorithm 1,
it follows that, at any invocation of the function cuts, X ∩ F = ∅, X = CG (X, F ), and
Γ(X) ⊆ predE(G)[X] (dh )∪{dh }. In order to prove Theorem 6, we first show that the goodness
of the set X is preserved by the closure operation.

uh

uh

add u to F
h

add uh to F

add uh to X and
compute closure

add uh to X and
compute closure

uh

add uh to F
add uh to X and
compute closure

Figure 5 The left subtree of the recursion tree of our algorithm for the expanded s-d DAG in the
right part of Figure 1.
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−
I Lemma 5. If {dh } ∪ NE(G)
(dt ) ⊆ F , and if either X = {st , sh } or X is good, then, for
h
any u ∈ Γ(X) \ F , CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ) is also good.

Proof. Note first that dt 6∈ CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ). Indeed, dt can never be added by a head
augmentation (which adds only head nodes). Moreover, dt can never be added by a tail
augmentation since all its in-neighbors are in F and, hence, they will never be added
to X. Let us now prove that CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ) is good. Condition G1 is satisfied either
because X = {st , sh }, or because X is good and adding nodes cannot break condition G1.
Furthermore, because of the assumption on F and because dt 6∈ CG (X ∪{uh }, F ), condition G2
is also satisfied. Finally, note that condition G3 is satisfied whenever X = taugG (X) (that
is, whenever X already contains all neighbors of its head nodes), and, thus, it is guaranteed
by the fact that CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ) is closed with respect to the operation taugG (·).
J
I Theorem 6 (Correctness). At any invocation of function cuts of Algorithm 1, hX, Xi is a
solution.
Proof. At the beginning of the computation, the call cuts(X, F ) is performed with X =
−
CG ({st , sh }, F ) and F = {dh } ∪ NE(G)
(dt ). Note that CG ({st , sh }, F ) = taugG ({st , sh }),
since the graph is acyclic. From Lemma 5, it follows that X is good (that is, condition 1 is
satisfied). Moreover, since the tail augmentation only adds neighbors of sh , which is the only
neighbor of st , we have that X = succE(G)[X] (st ) ∪ {st }: hence, condition 2 is also satisfied.
Finally, Γ(X) ⊆ predE(G)[X] (dh ) ∪ {dh }, since otherwise the graph would contain a cycle.
Let us now consider a generic call of function cuts, and assume that the corresponding
X satisfies all conditions of Theorem 4. Let uh ∈ Γ(X) \ F be the node chosen for the two
recursive calls. We will show that the properties are kept in the recursive calls. In the call
cuts(X, F ∪ {uh }), the properties trivially hold since we do not change X. Let us then
consider the call cuts(Z, F ) with Z = CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ). This invocation is executed only if
Γ(Z) ⊆ predE(G)[Z] (dh ) ∪ {dh } (line 7 of Algorithm 1): hence, condition 3 of Theorem 4 is
satisfied. By Lemma 5, it follows that Z is good: hence, also condition 1 of Theorem 4 is
satisfied. Moreover, since the two augmentation operations add only neighbors of nodes which
are already in their argument, and since st ∈ {st , sh }, we have that X ⊆ succE(G)[X] (st )∪{st }.
The opposite inclusion is trivial, thus implying that succE(G)[X] (st ) ∪ {st } = X and, hence,
that condition 2 is also satisfied. The theorem is thus proved.
J
I Theorem 7 (Completeness). Algorithm 1 outputs all solutions without duplicates.
Proof. Recall that hY, Y i is a solution if and only if it satisfies the three conditions of
Theorem 4. We will show that, for any solution hY, Y i, there is a path in the recursion
tree which outputs hY, Y i such that, at each node of the path corresponding to some call
cuts(X, F ), the two conditions X ⊆ Y and F ⊆ Y hold.
At the beginning of the algorithm, it is easy to show that both inclusions hold because of
the goodness of Y : conditions G1 and G3 imply X = C({st , sh }, F ) = taugG (st , sh ) ⊆ Y ,
−
while F = {dh } ∪ NE(G)
(dt ) ⊆ Y since, by conditions G2 and G3, Y cannot contain the
t
in-neighbors of d . We now show that if the inclusions hold at one given call cuts(X, F ) (that
is, X ⊆ Y and F ⊆ Y ), then they also hold in exactly one of the two subsequent recursive
calls. Indeed, let uh ∈ Γ(X) \ F be the node considered for the recursive calls. We have two
possibilities: either uh ∈ Y , or not. If uh 6∈ Y , then the two inclusions still hold for the call
cuts(X, F ∪ {uh }), since we did not modify X, and the element added to F is in Y . On the
other hand, if uh ∈ Y , we show that the call cuts(Z, F ) for Z = CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ) is indeed
performed, and retains the inclusions. Note first that by definition of closure, and since
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X ∪ {uh } ⊆ Y , we have the inclusion Z = CG (X ∪ {uh }, F ) ⊆ CG (Y, F ) = Y . Assume now by
contradiction that Γ(Z) 6⊆ predE(G)[Z] (dh ) ∪ {dh }, thus failing the check on line 7. We remark
that such a check can only fail for nodes in Γ(Z) ∩ F , as nodes not belonging to F with such
a property would have been included in Z by the closure, by definition. By contradiction
hypothesis, we are assuming that there exists at least one v h in Γ(Z) \ predE(G)[Z] (dh ) ∪ {dh }.
Since Γ(Y ) ⊆ predE(G)[Y ] (dh ) ∪ {dh } ⊆ predE(G)[Z] (dh ) ∪ {dh }. This implies that v h 6∈ Γ(Y ):
v t , v h are either both in Y , or in Y . Since v h ∈ Γ(Z), we have v t ∈ Z ⊆ Y , meaning that
v h ∈ Y . Recall now that we remarked that v h ∈ F ⊆ Y , leading us to a contradiction.
Therefore, as uh ∈ Y , the check at line 7 gives a positive response, and the subsequent call
retains the inclusions (we showed that Z ⊆ Y ; while F is clearly still contained in Y ).
It remains to prove that the execution path arrives at outputting the solution hY, Y i. To
this aim, we show that, at each invocation of the function cuts, either X = Y , or there is
uh ∈ Γ(X) belonging to Y . If X 6= Y , let y ∈ Y \ X. By condition 2 of Theorem 4, there
exists an st -y path in E(G)[Y ]: let u be the first node in this path which does not belong to
X. Note that u cannot be a tail node, because of property G3 of the goodness definition
(recall that X is good). Hence, u is a head node in Γ(X) ∩ Y . This implies the algorithm
eventually reaches a recursion node where X = Y and F ⊆ Y . From this, hY, Ȳ i can be
found by recursively taking the call on Line 5 until we reach a leaf, as X is not modified and
eventually F will contain Γ(X).
Finally, absence of duplication is guaranteed by the fact that, on a recursive call considering
a certain uh , all solutions in one recursive subtree will have uh ∈ X, while all the ones in the
other subtree will have uh 6∈ X.
J
I Theorem 8 (Complexity). Given a DAG G with n nodes and m arcs, Algorithm 1 has
O(nm) delay and O(m) space.
Proof. Since each leaf of the recursion tree outputs a solution, because of Theorem 6, the
delay between two consecutive solutions is bounded by the cost of a root-to-leaf path in
the recursion tree. The depth of the tree is O(n) as at each step a node is added to either
X or F . Thus, the cost per solution is equal to O(n) times the cost of one recursive call.
This latter cost depends on the execution time of the function closure. If we use the naive
implementation shown in Algorithm 1, this execution takes O(m2 ) time and O(m) space.
A more efficient implementation whose time and space are both bounded by O(m) can be
easily given. Furthermore, the space to store the recursion stack amortizes to O(m) if we
store just the differences of X and F with respect to their parent recursive call. The theorem
thus follows.
J

4

Application to temporal graphs and conclusion

In the introduction we have seen how the problem of enumerating all minimal s-d cutsets in
a temporal graph can be reduced to the problem of enumerating all minimal s-d separators
in the corresponding s-d line graph. It is easy to verify that the number nodes and arcs in
the line graph are respectively O(m) and O(m2 ), where m is the number of temporal arcs.
This observation along with Theorems 6-8 gives us the following result.
I Theorem 9. Given a temporal graph G with m temporal arcs and given two nodes s and
d, all minimal s-d cutsets in G can be computed with O(m3 ) delay and O(m2 ) space.
A natural open problem is whether the cost per solution for enumerating all minimal
s-d separators in a DAG in Theorem 8 can be reduced to O(m) in order to improve also
Theorem 9.
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